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T.S. No. 31 of 2021 

 

  Assam Schedule VII. Form No. 132                                                       

                HIGH COURT FORM NO J (2) 

        HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT 

                         DISTRICT: LAKHIMPUR 

IN THE COURT OF THE MUNSIFF NO.1, NORTH LAKHIMPUR,  

SATURDAY, THE 05TH DAY of MARCH 2022 

TITLE  SUIT NO: 31/2020 

 

        Present: Ms. Sparsita Garg, M.A, LL.M, AJS 

                       Munsiff No.1, North Lakhimpur,   
         Lakhimpur 

 

1. Smt. Joyshree Ghosh,  

W/o Sri Shyamal Ghosh, 
R/o Harmutty, P.O.- Merbil,  

P.S.- Laluk, District- Lakhimpur, Assam.    
    

.........................Plaintiff.                          

 
                                   Versus 

1. Smt. Alaka Das,  
W/o Late Sandeswar Das, 
 

2. Sri Bisha Das 
3. Sri Kiron Das 

4. Sri Madhab Das 
All three are sons of Late Sandeswar Das 

 
5. Sri Rupali Das 
6. Smt. Nijara Das 

7. Smt. Rohini Das 
All are D/o Late Sandeswar Das 
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8. Sri Gobinda Panging  
S/o Late Muhinanda Panging  

9. Smt. Niru Rajkhowa 
W/o Late Taranath Rajkhowa 

10. Sri Subash Rajkhowa 
S/o Late Taranath Rajkhowa 

11. Smt. Archana Rajkhowa 
D/o Late Taranath Rajkhowa 

12. Sri Kala Basak 

S/o Sri Santosh Basak  
13. Sri Ratul Saikia 

S/o Sri Gopal Saikia  

All are R/o Harmutty, P.O.- Merbil,  
P.S.- Laluk, District- Lakhimpur, Assam.    

 

 .................... Defendants.  

                                                                                                                                           

This suit coming on for hearing on 19th day of March, 2021 in 

the presence of:-         

             

Mrs. M.D. Gohain Boruah  .......   Learned Counsel for plaintiff.                                                                

Mr. Brojen Boruah            ....Learned Counsel for defendants. 

 

And having stood for consideration to this 05th March 2022, the 

court delivered the following Judgment: 

 

JUDGMENT 

1. This is a suit for execution of sale deed in respect of the suit 

land in favour of the plaintiff and that the defendants are liable 

to pay Rs.6,000/- (Rupees Six Thousand Only) the value of rice 

since 2015 as compensation and the defendants are liable to 
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hand over the free and vacant possession of the suit land to the 

plaintiff.  

 

2. The plaintiff’s case in brief is that the plaintiff is a resident of 

Harmoti, Laluk Police Station, District – Lakhimpur and the 

Defendant No.1 is a widow and Defendant Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are 

the sons of Late Sandeswar Das and being so are impleaded as 

defendants. The predecessor in interest of the defendants Late 

Sandeswar Das agreed to sell the suit land to the plaintiffs and 

since 2005 onwards had taken Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty 

Thousand Only) on 11.02.2005 and his wife, i.e., Defendant 

No.1 took an amount of Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five 

Thousand Only) on 12.04.2005. Late Sandeswar Das had taken 

Rs.15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand Only) on 15.12.2005, 

Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) on 04.07.2008 

and another sum of Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand 

Only) on 05.08.2008 from the plaintiff for official works for 

conversion of the suit land to periodic patta land. However, an 

amount of Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand Only) 

taken by Defendant No.1 on 11.02.2005 from Late Sandeswar 

Das was not mentioned in the advocate's notice as those 

receipts were found at a later stage.  

 

After conversion of the suit land to periodic patta land Late 

Sandeswar Das executed an unregistered instrument on 

25.06.2013 as “Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” in favour of 
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the plaintiff and handed possession over of the suit land on 

receipt of a further sum of Rs.3,50,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs 

Fifty Thousand Only) in the presence of witnesses with a 

promise to execute a registered sale deed in favour of the 

plaintiff. Due to clerical mistake the amount of Rs.3,50,000/- 

(Rupees Three Lakhs Fifty Thousand Only) was written as 

Rs.3,59,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs Fifty Nine Thousand Only) in 

the pleader's notice. As the plaintiff took possession over of the 

suit land, the plaintiff on verbal request made by Late 

Sandeswar Das got the land cultivated through Sandeswar Das 

himself in return of 40 kgs rice per Bigha. Accordingly, 

Sandeswar Das gave two (02) quintals fifty (50) kgs rice to the 

plaintiff in the year 2013-2014. On 18.11.2013 Sandeswar Das 

took signature of the plaintiff for obtaining the required land 

sale and purchase permission and also had taken a further sum 

of Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) for official 

works and the plaintiff in good faith paid the sum of Rs.20,000/- 

(Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) to Sandeswar Das and also put 

her signature on the land sale permission petition as given to 

the plaintiff by Sandeswar Das. Thereafter, Sandeswar Das 

failed to give the rice to the plaintiff for the year 2015 even 

after repeated demands made by the plaintiff. As he failed to 

give the rice the plaintiff on making enquiry came to know that 

Sandeswar Das gave several dag numbers along with only one 

correct dag, i.e., Dag No.117 and correct Patta No.119 in the 

Annexure-1 and the land in question is only 5 Bighas 4 Kathas 
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but it was mentioned as 06 Bighas 4 Kathas 11 Lessas in the 

unregistered deed of agreement. The plaintiff submits that 

Sandeswar Das gave fake boundary description by concealing 

the correct boundary in the said unregistered deed. The plaintiff 

never disbelieved Sandeswar Das but later on she could learn 

that Sandeswar Das took signature of the plaintiff but never 

applied for land sale and purchase permission. Further 

Sandeswar Das failed to give the required amount of paddy to 

the plaintiff even after repeated demands and played fraud by 

violating the terms and conditions of the deed. The plaintiff is 

not willing to get the land cultivated through him and served a 

legal notice through her counsel on 28.05.2016 which was duly 

served upon him. Thereafter, the plaintiff asked him to remit the 

arrear paddy for the year 2015 and came to execute the 

registered sale deed of the schedule suit land in favour of the 

plaintiff after observing all the formalities within a period of 

thirty days from the date of receipt of the notice failing which 

the plaintiff cautioned him to move the competent court for 

redressal of her grievances. The plaintiff submits that she is 

ready and willing to perform her part as per the agreement for 

execution of the registered sale deed of the suit land. However, 

the plaintiff could learn that Sandeswar Das expired and 

thereafter, she served legal notice on 30.08.2016 upon the 

defendants, i.e., the legal heirs and successors of Late 

Sandeswar Das to remit the arrear paddy for the year 2015-

2016 and also to register the suit land in the name of the 
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plaintiff after observing all necessary and required formalities 

within a period of thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of 

the notice and vacate the suit land failing which the plaintiff 

shall be compelled to move the competent court for redressal of 

her grievances. Even after receipt of the legal notice the 

defendants neither cared to reply and nor came forward to 

comply with the terms and conditions of the notice to the 

plaintiff. The defendants being the legal heirs and successors of 

Late Sandeswar Das are legally bound to follow the terms and 

conditions of the “Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” executed in 

favour of the plaintiff. Hence the plaintiff’s suit.  

 

3. The defendants contested the proceeding by filing two separate 

written statements. Defendant Nos.1 to 4 submitted that there 

is no cause of action for filing the suit and the suit is not 

maintainable in law as well as facts and hence, is liable to be 

dismissed. The defendants further submits that the suit is bad 

for non-joinder of necessary parties as Smt. Rupali Das, Smt. 

Nijara Das and Smt. Rohini Das are the daughters of Late 

Sandeswar Das. Sri Gobind Panging, Smt. Niru Rajkhowa, Late 

Utpal Rajkhowa, Sri Subhash Rajkhowa and Smt. Archana 

Rajkhowa are the co-pattadars of the suit land and Sri Ratul 

Saikia and Sri Kala Basak are also possessing some part of the 

suit land. The plaintiff did not include these persons as 

defendants. The defendants denied all the allegations raised by 

the plaintiff and stated that Defendant No.1 had not taken any 
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amount of money from the plaintiff. The taking of an amount of 

Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) on 11.02.2005 

and Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand Only) by 

Sandeswar Das and Defendant No.1 was not mentioned in the 

advocate's notice as these are after thoughts and concocted 

stories. Late Sandeswar Das did not execute any unregistered 

instrument on 25.06.2013 as “Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” 

in favour of the plaintiff as alleged in the plaint. Late Sandeswar 

Das never handed possession of the suit land to the plaintiff and 

never received Rs.3,50,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs Fifty 

Thousand Only) from the plaintiff and also never promised to 

execute the unregistered sale deed in favour of the plaintiff as 

alleged in the plaint. The plaintiff never took over the 

possession of the suit land and Late Sandeswar Das never 

requested the plaintiff to get the suit land cultivated by him in 

return of 40 kgs of rice per Bigha. The defendants submit that 

Late Sandeswar Das had his residential house, commercial 

house and a fishery in the suit land. On 18.11.2013 Late 

Sandeswar Das did not take the signature of the plaintiff for 

obtaining the land sale and purchase permission and also 

denied taking an amount of Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty 

Thousand Only) from the plaintiff. Further Late Sandeswar Das 

never gave any quantity of rice to the plaintiff and that the 

unregistered documents marked as Annexure-2 is a fake and 

forged document. The defendant admits that on 28.05.2016 the 

plaintiff sent a legal notice through her counsel but denies the 
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claim made in the legal notice. There was no any agreement 

between the plaintiff and Late Sandeswar Das and hence, the 

question of readiness and willingness to execute the sale deed 

does not arise. In response of legal notice dated 30.08.2016 

defendants had sent a letter through their engaged counsel 

asking for the copies of unregistered instrument (Mati Dakhal 

Hastantar Khat Patra) but the plaintiff did not pay any heed to 

the defendants and filed this instant suit. The defendant submits 

that the plaintiff has filed a false and concocted case against the 

defendants and there are not possessing 05 Bighas and 04 

Kathas of land covered by Dag No.117 pertaining to Periodic 

Patta No.119 of Harmoti village. Govind Pangging is possessing 

02 Kathas and 10 Lessas of the suit land. Smt. Niru Rajkhowa, 

Late Utpal Rajkhowa, Sri Subhash Rajkhowa and Smt. Archana 

Rajkhowa are possessing 04 Kathas of the suit land. Sri Ratul 

Saikia and Sri Kala Basak also have possessing over some part 

of the suit land and prayed for dismissal of the plaintiff's suit.  

 

4. The Defendant Nos. 8, 9, 12 and 13 filed a separate written 

statement wherein they denied the claim of the plaintiffs and 

admitted the facts as stated by the other defendants, hence, 

prayed for dismissal of the plaintiff's suit.  

 

 

5. On going through the rival pleadings the following 

issues are framed for decision: 
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Issue no.1: Whether the suit is maintainable? 

 

6. The defendants in their written statements submitted that the 

suit is not maintainable as the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties.  Originally the suit was filed against the legal 

heirs of Sandeswar Das but thereafter the other defendants 

were also impleaded as parties to this suit as they possess some 

part of the suit land. All the necessary parties have been 

impleaded by the plaintiff. Therefore, the claim of the defendant 

appears to be not correct. Further, it appears that the present 

suit is maintainable and no inherent defect has been found in 

the plaintiff suit. In view of the discussion made above issue 

no.1 is decided in negative and in favour of the plaintiff.  

 

 Issue no.2 Whether the suit is barred by limitation? 

 

7. The defendants in their written statements submitted the 

present suit is barred by the law of limitation. However there is 

no specific pleading or evidence to support their claim. The 

present suit is filed by the plaintiff for execution of sale deed on 

the basis of the agreement for sale of the suit land by 

Sandeswar Das. The plaintiff in the plaint submitted that Late 

Sandeswar Das promised to sell a suit land to the plaintiff and 

on various dates took money from the plaintiff and that the 

wife of Late Sandeswar Das also received money from the 
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plaintiff. The defendants though denied the claim of the 

plaintiff but they could not specifically state anything to show 

that the plaintiff has filed this suit beyond the period of 

limitation. Considering the nature of the suit, the relief(s) 

claimed as well as the transactions between the parties it is 

clearly evident that the plaintiff has brought this suit well within 

the period of limitation. In view of the discussion made above 

issue no.2 is decided in favour of the plaintiff and against the 

defendants.  

 

 Issue no.3: Whether Late Sandeswar Das, predecessor in 

interest of the defendant agreed to sell the suit land to the 

plaintiff and along with Defendant No.1 received Rs.1,00,000/- 

(Rupees One Lakh Only) in total from the plaintiff for doing the 

official works for the purpose of conversion of the suit land to 

periodic patta land? 

 

 Issue no.4: Whether after conversion of the suit land to the 

periodic patta land, Late Sandeswar Das executed an 

unregistered deed on 25.06.2017 as “Mati Dakhal Hastantar 

Khat Patra” in favour of the plaintiff and handed over the suit 

land to the plaintiff on the same day on receipt of an amount of 

Rs.3, 50,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs Fifty Thousand Only) in 

presence of witnesses with a promise to execute registered sale 

deed in favour of the plaintiff at his convenience? 
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8.  Issues No.3 and 4 are decided together for the sake of 

convenience as both the issues are inter-related. The plaintiff 

has filed this suit for getting a sale deed in her favour and also 

claimed monetary compensation for the price of the rice agreed 

upon by Late Sandeswar Das to the plaintiff and further prayed 

for vacant possession of the suit land. The plaintiff in her suit 

claimed that Late Sandeswar Das, the predecessor-in-interest 

of Defendant No, 1, 2, 3 and 4 made an agreement to sell the 

suit land and since 2005 took Rs. 1,00,000/- (Rupees One 

Lakhs Only) in total. The plaintiff claimed that Late Sandeswar 

Das took Rs. 20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) on 

11.02.2005 and his wife/Defendant No. 1 took an amount of 

Rs. 25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand Only) on 

12.04.2005. Again Sandeswar Das took Rs. 15,000/- (Rupees 

Fifteen Thousand Only) on 15.12.2005, Rs 20,000/- (Rupees 

Twenty Thousand Only) on 04.07.2008 and again took an 

amount of Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) on 

05.08.2008 from the plaintiff for official work for conversion of 

the suit land to periodic patta land. The plaintiff further claimed 

that after conversion of the land to periodic patta land an 

unregistered instrument was executed on 25.06.2013 as “Mati 

Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” in favour of the plaintiff and 

handed over possession of the suit land on receipt of further 

amount of Rs. 3,50,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs Fifty Thousand 

Only) in presence of the witnesses with a promise to execute a 

registered sale deed in favour of the plaintiff. However, on 
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verbal request of Late Sandeswar Das the plaintiff allowed him 

to cultivate the land in return of 40 kgs of rice per bigha. 

Accordingly Late Sandeswar Das gave 50 kgs of rice to the 

plaintiff in the year 2013 and 2014. On 18.11.2013 Late 

Sandeswar Das took signature of the plaintiff for obtaining sale 

permission and for official work again took an amount of 

Rs.20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand Only). However, in 

2015 Sandeswar Das did not give any rice to the plaintiff nor 

executed the sale deed in his favour. The plaintiff after enquiry 

came to know that Late Sandeswar Das gave several dag 

numbers along with one correct Dag No.117 in periodic patta 

no.119. The suit land in question is 05 Bighas and 04 Kathas 

but it is mentioned as 06 Bighas, 04 Kathas and 11 Lechas in 

the unregistered deed. Further, the plaintiffs submitted that 

Late Sandeswar Das also gave fake boundary description by 

concealing the correct boundary of the suit land. Under this 

circumstance, the plaintiff issued legal notice on 28.05.2016.  

On the death of Sandeswar Das the plaintiff served a legal 

notice on Defendants No. 1, 2, 3 and 4. Having received no 

response from the defendants she has filed this present suit.  

 

The defendants denied the claim of the plaintiffs and also 

denied that Late Sandeswar Das executed the deed of 

agreement for sale and about receiving the amount from the 

plaintiff. Further, the defendants also denied that Late 

Sandeswar Das executed the unregistered deed on 25.06.2013.  
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The other defendants claimed that Late Sandeswar Das during 

his life time sold land to them and they possess the same since 

long. They have also denied about execution of any agreement 

with the plaintiff and about executing the unregistered “Mati 

Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra”.  

 

In order to decide the issues the plaintiff side examined four 

(04) witnesses and proved twenty (20) number of exhibits and 

on the other hand the defendants examined seven (07) 

witnesses and proved sixteen (16) number of exhibits. The 

plaintiff as P.W-1 corroborated her claim regarding receipt of 

money by Late Sandeswar Das and proved the money receipts 

vide exhibits. Further, the plaintiffs also proved the money 

receipts executed by defendant no. 1 i.e., the wife of Late 

Sandeswar Das. The plaintiff also proved the unregistered deed 

dated 25.06.2003 marked as Exhibit-V the Plaintiff’s other 

witnesses i.e., P.W-2, P.W-3 and P.W-4 also support the 

plaintiff’s evidence and P.W-3 and P.W-4 also proved their 

signature in the unregistered deed.  

 

The defendant through their cross-examined claimed that the 

money receipts as well as the “Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat 

Patra” are fake and forged documents but the defendants in 

their cross-examination denied having any knowledge about 

execution of the agreement for sale. The plaintiff also proved 
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the money receipts executed by Late Sandeswar Das and 

defendant No.1. The defendants admitted that the defendant 

No.1 is keeping good health but it appears that she avoided to 

appear before the Court to give evidence and thereby she 

avoided giving pertinent answers. The burden lies upon 

defendant no.1 to support her claim that she did not receive 

any money from the plaintiff. Therefore, presumption must be 

drawn against defendant no.1 and the claim of the defendants 

that Late Sandeswar Das and defendant no.1 did not receive 

any money from the plaintiff cannot be accepted.  

 

The plaintiff admittedly issued legal notice to the Late 

Sandeswar Das and his legal heirs since 2016 but having 

coming to know about the money receipts as well as “Mati 

Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” the defendant did not challenge 

the sale by approaching police or by filing a complaint case or 

by filing a suit for cancellation of those documents. The conduct 

of the defendant itself proves the claim of the plaintiff case.  

 

The defendants in their cross-examination admitted about 

having knowledge about the sale agreement and about the 

transactions between Late Sandeswar Das and the plaintiff. 

D.W-1 Govinda Panging claimed that Late Sandeswar Das sold 

land to them and they became pattadars and their names also 

appeared in the jamabandi. The defendants submitted that they 

have constructed permanent structures after purchasing the 
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land from Late Sandeswar Das. However, the witnesses 

admitted that Late Sandeswar Das did not execute any sale 

deed in their favour. As per provisions of the Section 123 of the 

Transfer of Properties Act “Any transfer of immovable 

property whose value is more than Rs. 100/-should be 

compulsorily registered”. In the present case Late 

Sandeswar Das did not execute any sale deed which is admitted 

by the defendants. The defendants who claim to have acquired 

title cannot be accepted. The law is very clear that entry of 

name in the record of right itself does not confer title. The 

defendant Gobinda Panging, Kala Basak and Ratul Saikia 

admittedly are co-pattadars and possessing some part in the 

suit land.  The jamabandi as well as the revenue receipts 

exhibited by the D.W’s clearly shows that they are the pattadars 

having possession over some part of the suit land since long 

but their possession appears to be without any valid title. 

Therefore, the claim of acquiring title by the defendants cannot 

be accepted. 

 

The plaintiff claims that after execution of the “Mati Dakhal 

Hastantar Khat Patra” the plaintiff allowed Late Sandeswar Das 

to cultivate the same with a promise to give 40 kgs of rice per 

bigha and accordingly the plaintiff used to receive rice for the 

year 2013 and 2014 and thereafter Late Sandeswar Das 

stopped giving the share of paddy. The sons of Late Sandeswar 

Das during his evidence denied the claim of the plaintiff but the 
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wife of Sandeswar Das/ Defendant No.1 should have examined 

herself to deny the claim of the plaintiff. On going through the 

cross-examination it appears that the D.W’s also admitted that 

Late Sandeswar Das gave rice to the plaintiff but he never did 

any cultivation over the suit land. This piece of evidence 

supports the claim of the plaintiff. Considering the evidence in 

entirety it is found that Late Sandeswar Das received an 

amount of Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh Only) on various 

dates by giving proper acknowledgment and thereafter 

executed an unregistered deed (Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat 

Patra) by receiving an amount of Rs. 3,50,000/- (Rupees Three 

Lakh Fifty Thousand Only) from the plaintiff. The plaintiff 

allowed Late Sandeswar Das to cultivate the land. Further, it 

appears that Late Sandeswar Das agreed to sale the suit land 

to the plaintiff by executing an unregistered sale deed. The 

Defendant No.1 also received an amount of Rs.20,000/- 

(Rupees Twenty Thousand Only) from the plaintiff under to 

prepare the documents and thereby she has also acknowledged 

the transaction between the plaintiff and Sandeswar. The 

possession of the other co-pattadars appears to be illegal. 

Accordingly, issues no.3 and 4 are decided in favour of the 

plaintiff and against the defendants.  

 

Issue no.5: Whether the unregistered deed dated 25.06.2013 

“Mati Dakhal Hastantar Khat Patra” in favour of the plaintiff is a 

forged document as alleged in the written statement?  
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9. While deciding issue no.3 and 4 it has been found that the 

defendants side has failed to prove that the unregistered deed 

is a fake and forged documents and thus issue no.5 is also 

decided in favour of the plaintiff and against the defendants.  

 

 Issue no.6: Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the reliefs as 

prayed for? 

 

 Issue no.7: To what other reliefs the parties are entitled to?  

 

10. Both issues no. 6 and 7 are decided together. As held earlier the 

plaintiff is found entitled to a decree for getting a sale deed 

from the legal heirs of Late Sandeswar Das. The legal heirs of 

Sandeswar Das are to execute a registered sale deed in favour 

of the plaintiff and on their failure the sale deed is to be 

executed through process of the court. Plaintiff is also found 

entitled to get khas possession over the suit land by evicting the 

defendants with men and materials. As such, issues nos.6 and 7 

are decided in favour of the plaintiff.  

  

11. In the result the plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest without 

cost. 

 

12. Prepare a decree in terms of judgment and order.  
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 Given under my hand and seal on this 05th day of March, 2022 

at North Lakhimpur, Lakhimpur.      

                           

    

            Ms. Sparsita Garg 

                                                             Munsiff No.1,   

                             North Lakhimpur, Lakhimpur 
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      A P P E N D I X 

 

WITNESS OF PLAINTIFF SIDE: 
 

1. P.W-1:     Smt. Joyshree Ghosh  

2. PW-2:      Sri Kamal Bora 

3. PW-3:     Sri Dibya Deori 

4. PW-4:     Sri Jitu Mahanta  

      

EXHIBITS OF PLAINTIFF SIDE:  

 
1. Exhibit I:    Money Receipt dated 11.02.2005 

2. Exhibit I(I):    Signature of Late Sandeswar Das 
3. Exhibit II:    Money Receipt dated 12.04.2005 
4. Exhibit II(I):    Signature of defendant Alaka Das 

5. Exhibit III:    Money Receipt dated 04.07.2008 
6. Exhibit III(I):   Signature of Late Sandeswar Das 

7. Exhibit IV:    Money Receipt dated 05.12.2008 
8. Exhibit IV(I):    Signature of Late Sandeswar Das 

 

9. Exhibit V:    Unregistered Deed (Mati Dakhal  
     Hastantor Khot Patra) 

 
10. Exhibit V(I):    Signature of Late Sandeswar Das 

 
11. Exhibit V(II) to V(IV):  Signatures of witnesses Dibya  

Deori, Raju Subba and Jeetu 

Mahanta respectively 
 

12. Exhibit V(V) to V(VIII): Signature of scribe Sri Kamal Bora 
13. Exhibit V(IX) & (X):  Initials of scribe Sri Kamal Bora 
14. Exhibit VI:    Money Receipt dated 18.11.2013 

15. Exhibit VI(I):    Signature of Late Sandeswar Das 
16. Exhibit VII:    Copy of legal notice dated 28.05.2016 
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17. Exhibit VII(I):   A.D. Card. 
18. Exhibit VIII:    Copy of legal notice dated 30.08.2016 

19. Exhibit VIII(I) to (IV):  Postal receipts  
20. Exhibit VIII(V) to (VIII):A.D. Cards.  

 
 

WITNESS OF DEFENSE SIDE:   

 

1. D.W-1:    Sri Govinda Pangging 

2. D.W-2:    Sri Kiran Das 

3. D.W-3:    Smt. Niru Rajkhowa 

4. D.W-4:    Sri Ratul Saikia 

5. D.W-5:     Sri Abhijit Basak @ Kala Basak 

6. D.W-6:    Smt. Shailyabati Pegu 

7. D.W-7:    Sri Ram Nayan Shah 

 

 

EXHIBITS OF DEFENSE SIDE:  

1. Exhibit A:    Certified copy of Jamabandi 

2. Exhibit B:    Khajana receipt dated 18.02.2017 

3. Exhibit C:     Khajana receipt dated 28.06.2013 

4. Exhibit D:    Khajana receipt dated 01.08.2015 

5. Exhibit E:     Khajana receipt dated 10.06.2014   

6. Exhibit F:     Khajana receipt dated 15.03.2011 

7.  Exhibit G:    Khajana receipt dated 15.03.2002 

8.  Exhibit H:    Khajana receipt dated 26.12.2008 

9.  Exhibit I:    Khajana receipt dated 01.06.2012 

10.  Exhibit J:    Khajana receipt dated 26.05.2003 

11.  Exhibit K:    Khajana receipt dated 04.05.2005 

12.  Exhibit L:    Khajana receipt dated 04.12.2000 

13.  Exhibit M:    Khajana receipt dated 30.03.1998 

14.  Exhibit N:    Electricity Bill 

15. Exhibit O:     National Population register,  
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Acknowledgment slip dated 

28.04.2010 

16. Exhibit P:    Pariyal Parichay Patra (Ration  

Card) dated 23.09.2008 

                                                                                                                                                              

 
                                   (Ms. Sparsita Garg) 
                                                         Munsiff No.1, 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 


